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Remodeling

Design, Build and Construct We are your experts in home
renovation, additions and
custom homes

Kitchen and Bathroom

Adds Value to Your Home
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Given today's home prices Canadians are finding
that remodelling instead of moving can be the
answer when a family's needs change. Many
homeowners approach renovations with an eye to
resale value.

Visit our Beautiful Showroom

The Bathroom - Improving an existing, but
outdated, bathroom is almost always a good
investment. An up-to-date bathroom makes your
home look like it's been kept in good repair, and
that's what all prospective homeowners are
looking for. However, homeowners should be
cautious and not to try to personalize their
bathrooms too much, because it's in neutral
colours, walls, and metals to which buyers
gravitate.
In other words, think twice about adding a pricey
imported soaking tub or three separate shower
stalls for your growing family's convenience, or
adding flowery wallpaper. Those renovations
might not fit the taste of a buyer 10 years down
the road. Yet, you should always consult with your
contractor because they have the knowledge to
help you make the right decisions that will lead to
more money in your pocket come selling season.
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The Kitchen - Renovating your kitchen is the
most profitable way to increase your home's value
according to Canadian Real Estate agents. Make
sure you choose a design that is modern, sleek
and sophisticated and stay away from bold
colours - keep things neutral! Also, a kitchen
remodelling job is definitely not a "do-it-yourself"
project, so trust this endeavour with your
contractor as it is a project best left to the pros!

416-241-3471
www.cass-a-bellaconstruction.com

known for quality workmanship
and expertise in delivering a well built project,
regardless of size. Call now for a complimentary
consultation and we’ll provide you with cost effective
solutions to create your dream-home!
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